Sample Itinerary

Orientation and guidelines will be given before the virtual delegation. Meetings and conversations will be for 60 min each, that will include space for questions or comments, with simultaneous translation on zoom.

Day 1

AM  Orientation of the e- Encounter
Conversation with Francisco Mena, CRISPAZ Executive Director about CRISPAZ History and introduction of El Salvador’s History

PM  Break
PM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
Meeting with the Salvadoran Ecological Unit, UNES (Unidad Ecológica Salvadoreña) to talk about climate change, water stress and other environmental issues currently affecting El Salvador.

PM  Video Part 1: The invisibles: “SeaWorld” At the start of their journey people are filled with hope of reaching the USA such as the young girl travelling with her family who dreams of visiting SeaWorld. (6 min) and group reflection

Day 2

AM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
AM  Orientation about the organization (5-10 min)
Conversation with ORMUSA (Organización de Mujeres Salvadoreñas por la Paz// Salvadoran Women’s organization for Peace) that raises awareness for workers’ rights in the sweatshops

12:00 PM  Break
PM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
PM  Meet with Pro-Búsqueda, an organization that searches for children who disappeared during the war and works to reestablish a connection between them and their families in El Salvador.
Space for questions and comments

PM  Community Building Space
PM  Video Part 2: The invisibles: “Six out of then” three women from Honduras are travelling in search of a better life for their families. (5min) and the group reflection

Day 3

AM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
AM  Conversation with youth group initiative “Jovenes Emprendedores: Creando Futuro” to talk about opportunities and challenges in El Salvador for the youth- Breakout session to have a guided conversation with members of the youth group
Space for questions and comments

12:00 PM  Break
PM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
PM  Conversation with university student group “Programa Romero” to talk about opportunities and challenges in El Salvador for the youth- Breakout session to have a guided conversation with members of the youth group (Session 1)
Space for questions and comments

PM  Community Building Space
PM  Video Part 3: The invisibles: “What remains” Relatives in Central America may never know what happened to their loved ones. (4min) and group reflection
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Day 4
9:45 AM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
10:00 AM  Orientation about the youth group (5-10 min)
          Conversation with Mario from Guarjila Community and Geovanny from Arcatao Community to share their testimonies about their experience migrating to United States
          Space for questions and comments
12:00 PM  Break
PM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
PM  Conversation with Juan Ramon Toledo from ALSARE (Alianza de Salvadoreños Retornados //Aliance of Returned Salvadoran), listen to the work of this organization that with many returned Salvadoran
          Space for questions and comments
PM  Community Building Space
PM  Video Part 4: The invisibles: Despite the danger and the risks, the migrants will keep coming. (6min) and
          one question about the video to start the group reflection

Day 5
9:45 AM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
10:00 AM  Orientation about the organization (5-10 min)
          Conversation with COFAMIDE, an organization that works with disappeared migrants and ones who have been killed on their way to the north, they also work in raising awareness of all the different human right abuses (1hr and 30 min)
          Space for questions and comments
12:00 PM  Break
PM  Community Building Space (15 min before the session)
PM  Conversation with university student group “Programa Romero” to talk about opportunities and challenges in El Salvador for the youth- Breakout session to have a guided conversation with members of the youth group (Session 2)
PM  Final Group Reflection